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A b s tra c t
The problem of approxim ating a fixed function f  G C[a,b] hy a, pa ir of functions 
f i , f 2 E C[a, b] w ill be explored. A  natu ra l error function g f is defined and approx­
im ation pairs are chosen from  I f^  =  { { p i,p 2 ) ■ P i,P 2 E I I „ } ,  where IT„ represents 
the set o f a ll algebraic polynomials o f degree less than or equal to  n. The ques­
tions o f existence o f best approximations, characterization o f such approximations, 
and uniqueness of best approxim ations are examined. Best approxim ations w ill be 
shown to  exist. A  pa rtia l characterization o f these approximations w ill be developed 
along w ith  some local uniqueness results. Extensions to  approxim ation by fc-tuples, 
and approxim ation from  Haar spaces are also considered.
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Chapter 1
Prelim inary M aterial
1.1 In trod u ction
W hen discussing an approxim ation problem the following five elements should be 
addressed:
1. E x is te n ce .
The existence of a best approxim ation is proven.
2. C h a ra c te r iz a t io n .
A  pa rtia l characterization is supplied.
3. U n iq ue n ess .
Some local uniqueness results are shown. A  fu ll characterization may lead to 
conditions for global uniqueness.
4. E r r o r  A n a ly s is .
Some m inor results are presented.
5. A lg o r ith m s .
This element is not discussed in  th is paper and could be the subject o f fu ture  
research.
The m ateria l is firs t developed at a re la tive ly simple level using approxim ation 
by pairs o f polynomials, and is then generalized to  fc-tuples o f generalized polyno­
mials from  Haar spaces (a ll of which is defined la ter). This provides c la rity  in  the 
presentation since the nota tion  is noticeably less intense.
The approxim ation problem considered is interesting since it  is a flip -flo p  of 
the approach used in  simultaneous approxim ation. The la tte r uses one function 
to  approximate many while our approach uses m ultip le  functions to  approximate 
one function. Also, some functions may be approximated exactly i f  they have a 
small number o f non-differentiable points. Furthermore, there is an in it ia l decrease 
in  the error w ith  th is approxim ation problem when compared to  approxim ating a 
continuous function /  on [a, b] w ith  only one polynomial.
1.2 P rob lem  S ta tem en t
Let C[a,b] be the space o f continuous functions defined on the in terval [a,b]. For 
a fixed function /  G C[a,b] and a pair of functions p i,p 2 G C[a,b], we define g f : 
C[a,b] X C[a,b] —» [0, oo) by
9 /(P i,P 2) =  m a x { m m { | / ( æ ) - p i ( æ ) | , | / ( i ) - p 2(T ) |} } .
xe[a,b]
We define H^ =  { {p i,P 2 ) ■ P i,P 2 6  H „ }  where H „ is the space o f algebraic polynom i­
als of degree not exceeding n  w ith  domain [a,b]. The problem considered is to  find an 
ordered pair {p i,P 2 ) G H^ th a t m inim izes Qf for a given n. Certa in functions may be 
approximated exactly even i f  the number o f parameters used in  the approxim ating
fam ily  is fa ir ly  small. For instance, the function f { x )  =  |x| may be approximated 
exactly from  11^  w ith  p i{x )  — x  and P2 (x) =  —x  and has g f{x , —x) =  0 .
1.3 D efin ition s
The nota tion  (a„) denotes the sequence 01, 02, . . .  in  a prescribed space. The set of 
real numbers is denoted by K  and the set o f complex numbers is shown as C.
D e f in it io n  1.1. Let f  \ X  —* W be a real-valued function. A n  x ^  X  is a zero of
/  =  0.
D e f in it io n  1.2. A p a ir (Y ,d) is said to be a m e tr ic  space i f  fo r  any two elements 
p and q in  the set Y  there is an associated real number d{p,q) (called a m e tr ic )
# d(p, g) > 0 %/p ^  g; d(p,p) =  0;
# d(p,g) =  d (g ,p );
# d{p, q) <  d{p, r )  +  d(r, q) fo r  any r  e Y .
See for example R udin [21]. The nota tion  dg is used to  describe the Euclidean 
m etric on M, ds (x ,y )  =  \y — x\, Væ, y € K
D e f in it io n  1.3. In  a m etric space, we say a sequence (% ) converges to a point
æ* 0 oa A; — 00 . IFe rmite T*.
D e f in it io n  1.4. In  a m etric space X , a subset K  C X  is called com pact i f  every
geguence o /p o m k  m  JF Aos a sabsegwemce wAzc/i to a pom t 0/  FT.
D efin ition  1.4 is sometimes referred to  in  the lite ra ture  as sequential compactness. 
The follow ing defin itions are obtained from  Rudin [21].
D e f in it io n  1.5. A (re a l) lin e a r  space (also called a vector space) is a set E
•  there is a set E  o f elements called vectors o r points
•  V / , g ,h  E E  and Va , 6 6  M
/  +  9 =  ^  +  /
/  +  W +  /^) =  ( /  +
.9. d ( /  4- g) =  a /  +  G(/
( a +  6) / =  0 / 4 - 6 /  
ji. (o6) /  =  o (6/ )
1. there exists 0 E E  so that 0 4 - /  =  /
8. fo r  a ll f  E E  there exists —f  E E  so that —/  4- /  =  0.
D e f in it io n  1.6. A rea l n o rm ed  lin e a r  space is a linear space fo r  which there is 
a real valued function, called a n o rm , denoted by || • ||, associated w ith  each vector 
which fo r  a ll f ,  g in  the space and a G M has the properties:
1- l l / l l  >  0 and l l / l l  = 0  i f  and only i f  f  =  0
l l« / ll =  l« ll l / l l
3. 11/ 4- g\\ <  l l / l l  4- ||p||.
An e -n e ig h b o u rh o o d  of a po in t zq is defined as the set of a ll points z such tha t 
|z — zo| <  e; where e >  0. The po in t zq is called the c e n tre  o f the neighbourhood 
and e the ra d iu s . A  po in t z is said to  be an in te r io r  p o in t  o f a set A  i f  there 
exists a neighbourhood o f z such th a t the neighbourhood is contained w ith in  A.
The in te r io r  o f a set A  is the set of a ll in te rio r points of A  and is denoted in t{A ) .  
I f  A  is a set containing a sequence of d is tinc t points {x i) such tha t Xi ^  x, then the 
point X is called a l im i t  p o in t  o f the set A.
E x a m p le  1.1. The follow ing definitions lead to  norms for the space o f continuous 
functions on [a, fe].
11/ 11=  sup \ f { x ) \  , the supremum norm
xe[a,b]
| / (x ) |^  dx  I , the Lp norms for 1 <  p <  oo
Throughout th is  discussion, ||-||% represents the supremum norm  restricted to  a given 
set X ,  unless otherwise specified. T h a t is, for any bounded real valued function /  
on X  we have ||/|| =  sup^.^^ | / ( x ) | .  The supremum norm  yields the follow ing m etric 
on C[a, b],
d { f ,  h) =  11/  -  h\\ =  sup \ f { x )  -  h{x)\
xe[a,b]
We w ill w rite  || ■ || or || • \\x depending on whether the set X  is understood from  
the context or not.
A  sequence o f vectors f i ,  f 2 , ■■ ■ is said to  have the C a u ch y  P ro p e r ty  i f  for any 
e >  0 there exists an N  such th a t for any m ,n  >  N  we have | | / „  — /m|| <  e. A  
B a n a ch  space is a normed linear space B  which is co m p le te . T ha t is,
•  I f  a sequence o f vectors f i ,  f 2 , ■■ ■ has the Cauchy property then there exists a 
vector g G B  such tha t lim„_*oo W f n  —  g\\ =  0 .
In other words, a Banach Space has the property tha t every Cauchy sequence 
converges in  the space. We note th a t the set o f real numbers R  is complete.
D e f in it io n  1.7. A best (u n ifo rm ) a p p ro x im a tio n  to f  on a set X  from  I l „  is 
a function  p  G n „  such that ||p — f \ \ x  <  ||g — /||% , Vg G n „ .
D e f in it io n  1.8. A polynom ial p  G I l „  is a local best a p p ro x im a tio n  to f  on X
from  n „  i f  there exists an e >  0 such that Vg G l in ,  \\p — g|| <  e | | /  — p|| <
11/ — g||. Note that a best approximation is a local best approximation.
D e f in it io n  1.9. B y a best u n ifo rm  p a irs  ap p ro x im a tio n  to a continuous fun c ­
tion  f  on the in terva l [a,b] from  l i f ,  we mean an ordered p a ir (p i,P 2 ) G 11  ^ such 
that
<  9/ ( 91,%); /or oZ/ (91,92) G
We may define a m etric  on C[a,b] x  C[a,b] by
d ( ( / i ,  / 2), (/ti, /12)) =  \ / i i / i - / i i i r + i i / 2 - / i 2ir.
Proof. Indeed, we must satisfy the conditions o f D efin ition  1.2. I f  (/%, /g) ^  (h i, /12) 
then l l / i —/ ii|p  >  0 or H/2— >  0 , which in  tu rn  implies tha t d ((/%, /g), (h i, /12)) >
0. I t  is readily seen th a t i f  ( / i , / 2) =  (h i, ^ 2) then d ( ( / i , / 2), (h i, h2)) =  0. Also, 
d (( / i , /2 ) , ( / t i , / i2 ) )  =  d ( (h i,h 2 ) ,( / i , /2 ) )  due to the symmetry of || - ||. The last 
crite rion  is the triangle  inequality. F irs t recall M inkow ski’s Inequa lity  (mentioned 
on page 11 in  Cheney[7] and proved in  Hardy, L ittlew ood, Polya [10]). I t  is stated 
as follows:
\\u +  v\\p <  ||« ||p+  ||n||p
/  m  \
where ll^llp =  ( X j \ui\^J , u ,v  e  M*", and p >  1. 
d ( ( / i ,  72), (h i, h^)) =  \ / | | / i  — hi\\^ +  II/2  — /12IP
\ / | | / i  — +  9 i — +  11/2 — 92 +  g2 — hgP
<  V ( l l / i  “  â'ill +  ||gi -  ^ i l l )  +  (II/2 -  5'2 || +  ||g2 -  ^ 2 !
< Vll/i -  mP +11/2 -  92P + Vllm -  /iiP + 11^2 -  /12P
=  ( ( / i ,  72), (p i, 92)) +  d ((m , 92), ( / ii,  /12))
□
P ro p o s it io n  1.1. Th is m etric is related to  a norm  on C[a, h\ x  C[a, b],
I K / i .  A ) l l  =  i ( ( / i , / 2) . ( o . o ) )  =  V l l / i K +  11/ 211?
The nota tion  || ■ ||* is used to  represent the un ifo rm  norm on C[a, b] for the above 
defin ition and the proof below.
Proof. We need to  verify the three c rite ria  for a norm (D efin ition  1.6).
1. Since we already have the supremum norm on C[a, b] then ||7/|| >  0 for f =  1, 2 .
This implies tha t v l T i î i l + I Ï M f  >  0 which yields ||(7i, 7a} || >  0.
2. We need to  show | |o ! ( / i , /2)|| == | a | | | ( / i , / 2)||.
| | « ( / i , / 2)|| =  | | ( a / i , a / 2)||
=  V W a f i E  +  I k / 2  II*
=  | a | | | ( / i , / 2 ) | |
3. Lastly, the triangle  inequa lity  must be verified.
I K / i , 7 2 )  +  ( g i , 92)11 <  W i f i , 72)11 +  11(91,92)11
Using M inkow ski’s inequa lity  again, we now have the following:
l l(7 i, 72) +  (91, 92)11 
=== ll(7 i +  91,72 +  92)11 
=  V W f i  +  9iW* +  1172 +  9 2 I I *
<  \ / ( l l 7i | | *  +  ||9i l l * ) ^  +  ( I I7 2 I I *  +  ||92||*)^
<  \ / l l 7i l l *  +  I I72 II*  +  a / I I9i I I *  +  I I92 II*
-  I l( 7 i,72)11 + 11(91, 92)11
Thus, all crite ria  for a norm  are satisfied. □
D e f in it io n  1.10. Given a set o f vectors { 91, . . . ,  9^ } ,  a l in e a r  co m b in atio n  of
these vectors is a vector o f the fo rm  YfT=i ‘^ *9* where each Oi G M.
D e f in it io n  1 .1 1 . A fin ite  set o f nonzero real-valued functions  { 91, . . .  , 9^ }  is said to
be lin ea rly  independent ifY lT = i ^ i9 i =  0 a i ea.ch x in  the domain (where G 
implies a,; =  0 fo r  a ll i.
D e f in it io n  1.12. A vector space X  which contains a linearly independent set o f k 
vectors but contains no linearly independent set o f k +  \  vectors is called a vector  
space o f  d im en sio n  k.
D e f in it io n  1.13. Suppose S is a subset o f a vector space X .  The set E  o f a ll linear 
combinations o f elements o f S is called the span o f  S. We also say that S spans 
E.
D e f in it io n  1.14. A n  independent subset o f a vector space X  which spans X  is called 
a basis o f X .
D e f in it io n  1 .15. A fin ite  set o f continuous, linearly independent, real-valued func­
tions { g i , . . .  ,gm} defined on a m etric space X  is said to satisfy the H a a r  condi­
tio n  i f  every linear combination o f these functions either has at most m  — 1 zeros, 
o r f/te zero /uT icizon/ A n  m-d%meng%ona/ rector apace
of continuous functions w ith a basis that satisfies the H aar condition is called a 
Chebyshev space or a H a a r  space.
We see tha t I I „  is a Haar space o f dimension n + 1 since {1, x, , x ” }  satisfies 
the Haar condition (see page 74 o f Cheney [7]).
D e f in it io n  1 .16. A func tion  f  : X  ^  'R is said to be continuous a t a p o in t x 
(^wMcA ts a Ztmtt pom t o /.X 'j %//or ererp aeguence ^  x t/ien / ( x ^ )  — /
is continuous at every po in t in  X  then f  is called continuous on X .
D e f in it io n  1 .17. A real o r complex-valued function  f  is said to be d iffe ren tiab le  
at X  =  a where a may be complex i f  f  {a) exists. Recall that f ' { a )  =  lim  lE ddH iIiA  _
Defin ition  1.18 is from  the discussion in  Levinson and Redheffer [18].
D e f in it io n  1.18. A complex valued func tion  f  is a n a ly tic  a t a p o in t zq G D ,
where D  is open in  C, i f  f  is differentiable throughout some e neighbourhood o f zq. 
A function  is a n a ly tic  in  a reg ion i f  i t  is analytic at every po in t o f the region.
D e f in it io n  1.19. A real-valued func tion  f  : S W, where S <Z M., is a real 
an a ly tic  fu n c tio n  on S i f  there is an analytic function  F  on V  C C, F  : V  C 
w/tere R w ope/i m C and 6" C R, snc/i (Aat F |g  —
D e f in it io n  1.20. A continuous real-valued func tion  f  is said to be piecewise a n ­
a ly tic  on a set D  i f  there exists a f in ite  collection o f intervals w ith pairwise 
dis jo in t in teriors, say X i , . . .  ,Xm  C D  such that f  is real analytic when restricted 
to X i (fo r i  — 1 , . . .  , m )  and { J f f i  X i =  D .
Cheney [7] uses the follow ing defin ition  for a generalized polynom ial, which w ill 
la ter be needed for the A lte rna tion  Theorem (Theorem 1.8)
D e f in it io n  1 .21. Let { g i , . . .  ,gk]  be a collection o fk  d istinct functions. A  g en era l­
ized p o ly n o m ia l is a function  o f the fo rm  Qg, where every q  (fo r i  =  \ , . . . ,k )  
^  a reaZ congtant.
The follow ing defin ition  (1.22) is stated in  Kaplan [11] and needed for some of 
the analytic results referred to  in  the next section.
D e f in it io n  1 .22. A nonempty open set is called a connected open set or a do­
m a in  if, besides being open, i t  has the property that any two points P, Q o f the set
can he jo ined by a curve lying wholly w ith in  the set.
D e f in it io n  1.23. A set A  in  a normed linear space is bounded i f  there exists a
c G M so that A  C {h  \ ||/i|[ <  c }.
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D e f in it io n  1.24. A sequence o f functions  (%) in  a normed linear space is said to 
be bounded i f  there exists a c gM. so that ||pfc|| <  c fo r  a ll k.
1.4 B ackground  R esu lts
The results listed below are used throughout th is investigation.
T h e o re m  1.1. [Heine-Borel] A set o f real numbers is compact i f  and only i f  i t  is 
closed oncf bouncfed.
The follow ing result on continuous functions a tta in ing  the ir extreme values plays 
a large role throughout th is discussion (page 5 of Cheney [7]).
T h e o re m  1.2. A continuous real-valued function  defined on a compact set in  a 
m eM c apace ac/i2e!;ea fta aW  anpremum on ae i
T h e o re m  1.3. A fin ite-d im ensional linear subspace o f a normed linear space con- 
(azna a( Zeoaf one po in t o / miniTnnm diatonce /rom  o _ ^ e j point.
T h e o re m  1.4. Let X  C [a,b] and f  G C[a,b], Then a best un ifo rm  approximation  
to /  on %  /rom  11» eæiata.
Theorem 1.4 is a specific case o f the Existence Theorem (Theorem 1.3) shown 
on page 20 o f Cheney [7].
T h e o re m  1.5. Let X  C [a,b] be closed and f  G C { X ) .  Then p is a best un ifo rm  
approximation to f  on X  from  11» i /  and only i f  p is a local best approximation to 
f  on X  from  II» .
Proof. Assume p is a local best approxim ation to  /  on Ai from  II»  b u t not a best 
approxim ation to  / .  Let p* be the best approxim ation to  /  which exists by Theorem
11
1.4. I f  11/ — p*i| =  11/ — pII then p  is ju s t as good an approxim ation as p* and hence 
a best approxim ation (a contrad iction). Thus, we must have | | /  — p*|| <  | | /  — p||. 
Let e >  0. Define h >  0 by 5 =  |  • m in { l ,  and q — {1 — 5 )p +  Sp*. Since
\ \ f  - P * \ \  <  \ \ f  - P \ \  and 0 <  5 <  1 then
11/  -  q\\ =  11/  -  [ { ^ - S ) p  +  Sp*] II
=  | | a /  +  ( l - , ^ ) / - ( l - ( ^ ) p - J p * | |
- | | < ^ ( / - p * )  +  ( l - < ^ )  ( / - P )  II
< 6 | | / - p * | |  +  ( l - ( ^ )  I I / - P I I  
<  ^ 11/  - p | |  +  (1 -  (^ )ll/ - p | |
=  I l / - P l l
Furthermore,
I Ip - ^ I I  =  lb  -  [ { l - ô ) p  +  ôp*] II 
=  \ \ p - p  +  H p - p * )  II
=  S\\p -  p*\\
We see g is a bette r approxim ation w ith in  e o f p. Since e was a rb ritra ry , this 
contradicts the assumption th a t p is a local best approxim ation / .  Thus, p  must be 
a best approxim ation to  / .  The converse is tr iv ia l. □
T h e o re m  1.6 (H a a r ’s U n ic i t y  T h e o re m ). The best approximation to a contin­
uous function  f  by a generalized polynom ial ^  is unique fo r  a ll choices o f f  i f
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and only i f  (g 'l , . . . ,  g ^ }  satisfies the H aar condition.
T h e o re m  1.7. Let f  E C[a,b].  I f  p is a best approximation to f  on [a ,6] from  n „
Theorem 1.7 is a direct result of the U nicity Theorem (Theorem 1.6) stated in  
Cheney [7] (p. 81).
The follow ing theorem is stated on page 75 of Cheney [7] and we note th a t he uses 
a s ligh tly  different defin ition  for counting a lternations than we have adopted. I t  w ill 
be of im portance throughout th is  discussion. I t  characterizes a best approxim ation 
using the length o f an alternant.
T h e o re m  1.8 ( A lte r n a t io n  T h e o re m ). Let { g i , . . . ,  Qm} be a fin ite  set o f ele­
ments o f C[a,b]  satisfying the H aar condition, and let X  be any closed subset o f 
[a, b] w ith at least m  +  2 points. In  order that a certain generalized polynom ial 
P  =  shall be a best approximation on X  to a given f  6 C { X )  i t  is nec­
essary and sufficient that the e rror function  r  — f  — P  exhibit on X  at least m  
a lte rn a t io n s  thus: r { x i )  =  —r ( x i_ i)  =  i | | r | | ;  with xq <  ■ ■ ■ <  and Xi E X . We 
also say that r  has an a lte r n a n t  o f  len g th  m  +  1.
Proof. A n  alternative proof to  the one in  Cheney [7] appears here. Suppose r  has 
an alternant o f length m  +  1. Suppose P  is not a best approxim ation to  /  on A . 
Then there exists a generalized polynom ial Q =  'fiZdigi such tha t | ( /  — Q){xi ) \  <  
\ { f  -  P) (x i ) \  (for i  =  0 , . . .  , m ) h y  Theorem 1.3. Since ( f - P ) { x i )  =  - ( /  —f)(a ;^+ i) 
(for i  =  0 , . . .  , m  — 1), then P  — Q  changes sign at m  points. Then P  and Q  must 
agree at m  points. Th is implies the contradiction tha t P  — Q , h y  the Haar condition. 
Thus, F  is a best approxim ation to  /  on A .
Now suppose P  is a best approxim ation to  /  on A  b u t does not have an alternant of 
length m  +  1. Then there are k  closed pairwise d is jo in t subintervals { f i  : 1 <  j  <  &},
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arranged in  increasing order (tha t is, for every x ^  I j ,  y E we have x <  y),  such 
th a t for some e E { —1 ,1 }
(a) r ( x )  =  e ■ ||r|| implies x E I j  for some even j
(b) r ( x )  =  —e • ||r|| implies x  E I j  for some odd j
(c) k <  m
Assume k >  2. There are k — 1 points z\ <  Z2 <  ■ ■ ■ <  Zk-i tha t lie in  the k — \  gaps 
between the intervals { I j } -  Define Q  in  the Haar space so tha t Q  changes signs at 
each Zi and has sign e on / i .  For sufficiently small 5, the function P  — 5Q is a bette r 
approxim ation to  /  on X  than P, a contradiction. Tha t such a Q  may be found is 
a standard p roperty o f Haar spaces (see K a rlin  &  Stridden [12]). The case k =  1 
presents no difficulties. □
Throughout th is  discussion, /  w ill usually be assumed to  be piecewise analytic. 
We w ill need some results about analytic functions. The uniqueness o f analytic 
functions comes from  m ateria l presented in  Kaplan [11] as well as Levinson and 
Redheffer [18].
T h e o re m  1.9. Two analytic functions w ith domain D  C M. which agree on a 
nonempty open subset o f D  must agree on a ll o f D .
T h e o re m  1.10. Let f  and g be analytic in  a domain D  cM . and suppose f { zn)  =
g{zn) on a sequence o f d is tinct points {zn) having a lim it a in  D . Then f  =  g in  D .
The fo llow ing theorem comes from  page 10 in  Cheney [7].
T h e o re m  1.11. Every closed, hounded, fin ite-d im ensional set in  a normed linear 
gpace compact.
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The above theorem is used to  get the follow ing result which w ill be needed for 
Theorem 3.1.
T h eo rem  1.12. Let  (%) he a hounded sequence in  Il„ . Then (%) has a convergent 
sîikeç'uence.
Proof. Since I I „  is fin ite  dimensional, then we need to  find a compact set th a t con­
tains the bounded sequence (% ). By the defintion o f a bounded sequence (D efin ition  
1.24), there exists a c G M so tha t ||pfe|| <  c for all k. We see th a t the sequence is 
contained w ith in  the bounded set Me =  {q  G n „  : ||g|| <  c}. We now show tha t 
Me is closed. Suppose (%) is a sequence in  M^ so th a t % —> q. I f  ||g|| >  c then 
there exists a J >  0 so tha t ||g — r|| <  implies ||r|| >  c. Since g*, —> g then there 
exists an N  so th a t i f  fc >  then ||gt — g|| <  J. Th is implies tha t for k >  N  we 
have llçfcll >  c. Th is is a contrad iction since the sequence (qk) is contained w ith in  
Me. Thus, ||g|| <  c and q G Mg. Since M^  contains its lim it points then Me is 
closed. B y Theorem 1.11, Me is compact. Thus, the sequence (%) has a convergent 
subsequence in  Mg. □
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Chapter 2
Literature Survey
According to  Cheney [7] the problem  of finding best uniform  approxim ations to  
a function was firs t considered by Poncelet, then by Chebyshev [6] w ith  the next 
im portan t work done by K irchberger [15] and J. W . Young [23]. The a lternation 
theorem (Theorem 1.8 on page 13) was firs t proved by Bor el [3] for polynom ial 
approxim ation (often m iscredited to  Chebyshev [5]). J. W. Young [23] proved the 
a lternation theorem for a rb itra ry  linear families satisfying the Haar condition (often 
incorrectly credited to  Bernstein [2]).
2.1 S im u ltan eou s A p p rox im ation
Simultaneous approxim ation, using a variety of definitions for simultaneous, has 
been frequently studied. Dunham  [9] was probably the firs t to  consider the problem. 
Some im portan t work in  th is  area is a ttribu ted  to  Deutsch and M orris  [8]. A  more 
recent development is by Keener [14]. Incorporating the idea o f approxim ating by 
simultaneous approxim ation w ith  function  pairs is introduced in  Shi [22] w ith  recent 
work done by Luo and Chen [17]. There does not appear to  be any paper in  the
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lite ra tu re  which addresses the approxim ation problem considered in  th is  dissertation.
Dunham [9] and Keener [13] consider the follow ing simultaneous approxim ation 
problem. Let l , u  E C[a,b]  be defined, continuous real-valued functions, w ith  I <  u 
on [a, b]. Define 7 (p) =  m ax{||/ — p||, ||n — p ||}. F ind  a p* in  X „  th a t w ill m inim ize 
7 , where is a Chebyshev space o f continuous functions o f dimension n.
In order to  give Dunham ’s result in  the context o f the above problem we w ill 
require the follow ing definitions;
D e fin itio n  2.1 . A point  xq is a stradd le  p o in t f o r  p E X „  i f  p{xo) =  ^Co)+«Co) 
and in f { 7 (g) : q E _
D e fin itio n  2.2. p* E has n  a lte rn a tio n s  on [a,b] means there are n + 1  
points {xo , . . . ,  Xn}, a <  Xo <  x i  <  . . .  <  x „  <  b and an integer i  =  0 or 1 such that 
=  ( — / or  enc/i wAere — P*(a;k) %/m ^
eren, aW  w — p * (z t)  z /m  ^
T h eo rem  2.1. p* E is a best simultaneous approximation to I and u on [a,b] i f  
and only i f  either p* has a straddle point  or  else has n alternations on [a,b],
Dunham also showed i f  p* has no straddle points then p* is a unique best ap­
proxim ation.
Shi’s approach in  [22] is as follows. For a given n-dimensional subspace K  of 
C { X )  and a function /  in  C (% ) ,  X  C [a,b], find a function pa ir (p i,P 2) E K  x K ,  
Pi(x )  >  f { x )  >  P2 {x) for a ll X G X  such tha t
I | p i - P 2 | | =  I k i - g a l l
( q i , q 2 ) e K x K  ; q i > f > q 2
Such a pair (p i,P 2) ( if  i t  exists) is called a best ap p ro x im atio n  p a ir to  /  from  K .  
Shi proves a characterization theorem for best L i  approxim ation pairs (see Example
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1.1 for defin ition o f the L i-n o rm ) which says th a t (p i ,P 2 ) is a best L i  approxima­
tion  pair i f  and only i f  p i  and p2 are respectively an upper-sided and a lower-sided 
best L \  approxim ation to  / .  W ith  the added assumptions th a t is a Haar sub­
space and tha t I  Ç. K ,  then the above characterization theorem also holds for best 
Loo approxim ation pairs as well. Further, w ith o u t the added assumptions, there 
is a complete characterization theorem for best L^o approxim ation pairs. Lastly, 
sufficient conditions fo r uniqueness of best Loo approxim ation pairs are also given.
Luo and Chen [17] give existence and characterization theorems o f best sim ulta­
neous approxim ation by function  pairs in  the L i  and L qo norms. They also mention 
tha t some results from  Shi [22] are special cases o f the ir theorems.
The above approach requires the approxim ating pair (p i ,p 2 ) to be approxima­
tions from  above and below /  (respectively) while  the problem considered in  th is 
paper does not have th is  requirement. Also, the m ateria l presented in  th is paper 
allows for a natu ra l generalization to  approxim ation by fc-tuples from  Haar spaces 
while Shi, Luo, and Chen make no m ention o f this. Lastly, the equivalence of the 
approxim ation pairs {p i ,P 2 } and {p2 ,Pi)  is noted fo r the approxim ation problem in 
th is  paper while th is equivalence does not exist in  the problem presented by Shi or 
Luo and Chen. We see tha t the m ateria l presented in  th is body o f work w ill not be 
a direct result of Shi’s or Luo and Chen’s work.
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Chapter 3
Approxim ation W ith  Pairs
3.1 E x isten ce
In  th is section we prove one o f the p rim ary aspects o f our problem, the existence of 
a best approxim ation. F irs t note tha t the approxim ation pairs (p i,P 2) and (p2,Pi) 
are equivalent approxim ations since g f {p i ,P 2 ) =  9fiP2,Pi)-
Lem m a 3.1. The funct ion gf  : C[a,b] x  C[a,b]  —» R is continuous.
Proof. Recall the defin ition  o fgq:
g/(Pi,P2) =  max {m in{|/(æ ) -p i(æ )|,|/(æ ) -P 2 W I} }xe[o,6]
The function gf  w ill be continuous since i t  is the composition o f continuous functions. 
Indeed, since f ,p i ,P 2  E C [a ,6] then /  — Pi, /  — P2 E C[a, 6]. Also, |x| is continuous 
on R which gives \ f { x )  — p i {x ) \  and \ f { x )  — P2 {x)\ continu ity  on the closed in terval 
[a, b]. To show th a t m inja;, y }  is a continuous function for all real numbers, we note 
tha t m in {x ,y }  =  is the composition o f continuous functions and hence
continuous. In  order to  show gf  is continuous on C[a,b],  we only need to  show
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tha t maxx(z[a,b] |/t(æ)|, where h E C[a,b],  is continous on C[a,b]. Assume hk ^  h in 
C[a, b]. Th is implies \\hk -  h\\ 0. Since \\h\\ =  \\h — hk +  hk\\ <  \\h — hk\\ +  \\hk\\,
then ||/i|| — \\hk\\ <  \\h — hk\\- Swapping h and hk yields \\hk\\ — ||A|| <  \\h — hk\\, 
which in  tu rn  implies \\\h\\ -  \\hk\\\ <  \\h — hk\\. Thus we have |||/i|| — ||/ife||| —> 0. 
Th is shows th a t the supremum norm on C[a, b] is continuous. Since [a, b] is a 
compact set in  R, then any h E C[a,b] a tta ins its  maximum on [a,b]. Thus, ||/i|| =  
suPxg[a.fe) |/t(a;)| =  maxj;g[(j,b] \h{x)\. Thus, max:c&[a,b] \H^ ) \  is continuous on C[a,b].  
Since gf is a composition o f continuous functions, then gf  is also a continuous 
function. □
T h e o re m  3.1. Let f  E C[a, b]. Then there exists a best uni form pairs approximation 
to f  f rom  n ^ .
Proof. Let p =  in f g f {p i ,P 2 )- Let be such th a t gf{p^i^\p^^^)
p. Then there are three logical cases. However one is actually impossible.
Cage 1 ." bournfed gegaencea
Since is bounded then there exists a convergent subsequence p\,  for
some Pi (Theorem 1.12 on page 15). Since )  is a subsequence o f a bounded
sequence, i t  too is bounded, so there exists a convergent subsequence > pg,
for some pg. Since gf  is continuous, we see
P /(P i,P 2) =  P / (  lim  bm\m k-^oo rrik.-^oo
=  g j  l.m
\ r r ik -^oo  \  /  J
=  lim p/ ,^ pg"'*'' ^  =  P
m fc . ^ o o  \  /
Thus, (Pi,Pg) is a best pairs approxim ation.
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Cage ;0.' C%e sequence, gay 6ot/Mded and (/te o(/ter %g nnbownded.
C erta in ly we may assume th a t is never the zero function. We firs t note tha t
/ is a bounded sequence. We may assume (as in Case 1) p\  and
M il P2 f  0, by passing to  a subsequence i f  necessary. In  order to  show | | /  —
l|p:
Pill =  P we w ill assume the contrary (i.e. | | /  — P i|l >  p). Then there exists an 
in terval I  o f positive length, a d >  0, and M  such tha t for a ll æ E f  and m  >  M
we have / W
m  >  N  we have
>  p +  5. Then there is an N  such tha t fo r a ll æ E 7 and
f { x )  — p ^ ^ \ x )  <  p + 6. Let Z  be the fin ite  set of zeroes o f pg and
pick xo E I  — Z.  Since is unbounded then so is { p ^ ^ \ xqŸJ. Indeed, since
(m) (Tn) / \
fW lT  P2 #  0 then ^  ^2 (^0) f  0. Then for snfhciently large m
IIP2 If 11^ 2 II
l lp M l
P2(3;oJ
|pK^o)| —
— P2W )
P ^ C o )
I l f  II 
P a^C o)
Ilp 7 'l
<
<
<
|P2(:Co)l
2
|P2(a:o)l
2
|P2(% )I
which implies
and yields
pi” ” (po)
l l p f ’ l
> |P2(% )I
p7 ’ (.po)| >  I f l l  ■
Since is unbounded then so is ^ p ^^ \xo ) . This provides a contradiction.
Indeed, recall tha t <  p +  (5 for all X E /  and m  >  N .  Since
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>  i / w i - then |/ (æ ) |— P2'"^(æ) < p  +  (5. Th is  gives
us P2™^(z) — | / ( x ) |  <  p +  5. Thus, we get
p t ^ \ x )  <  | / ( z ) |  +  p +  5, for a ll z  E 7 and m >  N.
This contradicts p^^ \xo )  ) being unbounded. Thus | | /  — pl\\ =  p and {p l ,q)  is a
best pairs approxim ation where g E 11» is arb itrary.
Case &  ttntownded seguences
(m) (m)
We may assume tha t PÎ and pg, by passing to  subsequencesllPl I 1^2 I
i f  necessary. Choose Xo E [a,b] so th a t xo is not a zero of p\  or pg. Since both
and are unbounded, then so are (|pi"*^(æo)^ and ( p ^ ^ \ x o ) ^ ,  by the
argument in  Case 2. Thus, | | /  — Pi"*^|| —» oo and | | /  — p^^^\\ oo which implies
9f  ( p i ^ \ P 2 '^’ '  ^ oo. Th is is a contrad iction and hence Case 3 is not possible. □
Since we know best approxim ations exist, we have the follow ing result.
C o ro lla ry  3 .1 . Letp*  E I l „  be the best approximation to f  on [a,b] a n d p =  | | / —p*||. 
Then i f  {p i ,P2 ) E 11» a best uni form approximation pai r  we have g f {p i ,P 2 ) <  p /2 .
Proof. Take q\ =  p* +  p/ 2  and q2 =  p* — p /2 . We see th a t for a ll x  E [a,b], i f  
|y(a:) -  gi(a:)| >  p/ 2  then |/(x )  -  P2(æ)|| <  p /2 , and similarly if |/(x )  -  p2(a;)| >  p/ 2  
then | / ( x )  — g i(x )| <  p /2 . Thus, i f  (p i,p 2) is a uniform  best approxim ation then 
p/(pi,P2) <  p/(pi,gs) <  p /2 . o
3.2 C h aracterization
We w ill require some add itiona l results before we characterize a best approxim ation. 
The nota tion  f \ ^  means the restric tion  o f the function /  to  the set X .
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D e f in it io n  3 .1 . A continuous piecewise real analytic funct ion f  is called n - a d m is s ib le  
i f  no piece of  f  is in  n „ .  That is, f o r  any interval X , f \ x  ^  n „ | ^ .
L e m m a  3.2. Suppose that f  is n-admissible on the interval [a, b]. Then f o r  any pai r  
(PiiPz) in (pi ^  P2)  there is a f in i te collection of closed intervals { I i , . . .  , T ,  J i , . . . ,  T }  
pmrwîse d w jo W  W erzora aucA t/ia t
1. | / ( z )  - p i ( z ) |  <  |/(æ ) - p z M I ,  /o r  oH æ G 
l / W  - % W |  <  | / ( z )  -p i(æ ) | ,  /o r  aZZ æ G 
K 6] - ( U L / , ) U ( U - = i - ^ )
4- | / ( ^ )  — P iM I  =  \ f { x )  —p2 {x)\ at the end points of  each I  or  J  interval except 
possibly at a or b.
f^rt/iermoTie, /o r  a onfered pa%r (p i,p 2) c/ioaen to opproTzmote /  tAts swbdW- 
atoM ta uMtgue.
Proof. Let /  be n-admissible on [a, b] and Z  =  { x  & [a, b] : \pi {x)  — f { x ) \  =  \p2 {x) — 
f { x ) \ } .  Note th a t Z  =  Z i  U Z 2 where Z i  — { x  : p i { x )  — f { x )  — P2 {x) — f { x ) }  and 
Z 2 — {æ : pi(æ) — /(æ ) =  /(æ ) — P2(a;)}. We see th a t =  {æ : pi(æ) =  P2(:r)}. 
Since p i and pg are polynom ials and p i  /  pg then they may only agree at fin ite ly  
many points. Thus, Z i  is fin ite. Since /  is n-admissible on [a, b] then so are p i — /  
and /  — pg. Then there exists a fin ite  number o f points where Pi — /  and /  — pg 
are not analytic. These points subdivide the in terval [a, 6] in to  a fin ite  number of 
closed intervals w ith  d is jo in t interiors. Restricted to  any o f these intervals, p i — /  
and /  — pg are analytic. By the uniqueness of ana lytic functions, Pi — /  and /  — pg 
may only agree at a fin ite  number o f points in  each in terval o f the intervals in  the 
defin ition o f piecewise, unless Pi — /  =  /  — P2; bu t then /  =  E ii£ i some interval
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which implies th a t /  is not n-admissible. A  hnite  number of intervals, each w ith  
a fin ite  number o f points, gives th a t Z 2 is also fin ite . This implies Z  is fin ite . We 
may w rite  Z  =  {zi,Z2, - - - , Zm} where z \ <  Z2 <  ■ ■ ■ <  Zm- This yields the follow ing 
subdivision o f [a,b]:
[a, 6] =  [a, zi] U [zi, zg] U - - U [z^, 6],
where the interiors o f the intervals are pairwise disjo int. Thus on each in terval 
either |pi(æ) -  /(æ)| <  |p2(a;) -  or |pi(æ) -  /(æ)| >  |p2(æ) -  /(æ)| holds. Let
the collection / i , . . . ,  A  represent the intervals where \pi {x) — f { x ) \  <  \p2 {x) — f { x ) \  
holds and J i , . . . ,  Jt represent the intervals where \pi {x)  — f { x ) \  >  \p2 {x) — f { x ) \  
holds. B y con tinu ity  we have
S
| / (z )  <  |/(æ) -P 2 W I,  for all æ €
i= l
and
t
l / W  - P 2 M I  <  | / (z )  - m W I ,  for all T E
i= i
The uniqueness is a consequence o f the construction used above. □
Note th a t the subcollection o f / ’s or J ’s may be empty. Also, some o f the 
intervals may be degenerate (i.e. containing only a single po in t).
D e f in it io n  3 .2 . The pai r  {p i ,P2 ) € 11  ^ is said to he a loca l  best p a i r s  a p p r o x ­
i m a t i o n  to f  i f  there is an e >  0 such that f o r  any ordered pai r  ( ç i ,%) E 11^  we
I f  Pi =  p 2 then (p i ,P 2 ) cannot be a local best pairs approxim ation unless 
9 f {P i ,P 2 ) =  0. Indeed, suppse gf {p i ,P 2 ) =  p >  0, for some real number p, and
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Pi =  P2 =  P- Let e >  0, then the pair (p +  r ] /2,p — p/2) ,  where p =  m in {e ,p }, is a 
better approxim ation than {p \ ,p 2 ) =  (p,p).
We w ill assume /  € C[a, b] is n-admissible. Th is induces the unique pa rtition ing  
of [a, 6] from  Lemma 3.2. Define I { p i )  =  ( J L i  and I { p 2 ) =  U5=i Jj- O f course, 
I { p i )  depends on p2 as well, however i t  is convenient to  supress this. Denote the 
sup norm on I { p i )  by || ■ ||p., for * =  1 , 2 .
T h e o re m  3.2. Assume f  is n-admissible on the interval [a,b] and \ \f  — Pi\\p^ >  
\ \ f  ~ P 2 \\p2 - Then {p i ,p 2 ) is a local best pairs approximation to f  on [a, b] i f  and only
Proof. We firs t note th a t the assumption | | /  — Pi||pi >  \ \ f  — P2 \\p2 implies T{p\ )  and 
J (p 2) are non-empty.
F irs t we assume p\  is a best approxim ation to  /  from  I I „  on T{p i ) .  Now suppose 
(p i,% ) is not a local best pairs approxim ation. Let d =  \ \f  — Pi||pi >  0; then 
i l /  — Pzllpz <  d. Define the set Z  =  { x  e T {p i )  ■ \ f { x )  -  Pi{x) \  =  d}.  Note tha t 
Z is compact. For x E Z,  \ f { x )  — P2 (x)\ >  d. I f  there were mi xq E Z  such tha t 
\ f { x o ) —p 2 {xo)\ <  d then xo E %(p2), so | | / —Pajjpz >  d, a contradiction to  an orig inal 
assumption. Since Z  is compact and | /  — P2I is continuous then there is an e >  0 
such tha t \ f { x )  —pg(x)| >  d -p e for a ll x 6  Z.  Furthermore, we may also state tha t 
there is a 7  >  0 so th a t for dg(x, Z )  <  p  [where is the Euclidean distance to  the 
set Z  from  x, see ju s t after D e fin ition  1.2]
l / W - P i M | < d + ^  and | / ( x ) - p 2M | > d + Y .
Now define Wy =  { x  E T {p i )  : dg (x , Z') <  7 }  which is open. We have | / ( x )  — 
P i(x )| <  d for X e T{p i )  — Wy since Z  C Wy. Indeed, since T{p i )  — Wy is compact 
then there exists a /3 >  0 such th a t | / ( x )  — p i(x ) | <  d — /3 for x  G I { p i )  — Wy. Now
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pick Cl, Ê2 6  n „  such th a t ||ei|| <  m in { | ,  | }  for i  =  1,2  and so tha t
9 / ( p i  +  Ei,P2 +  e2) < g ; ( p i ,P 2 )  =  | | / - P i | | p i
Then C X{p i  +  ei) and I ( p i )  =  U { I { p i )  -  where X(pi  +  ei) is
generated from  the approxim ation pair (p i +  C i,p2 +  62)- For x  G X{p i)  — W^,
\ f { x )  — [pi {x) +  e i(x )]| <  d — I  by the assumption made on ex. A lso since
\ f { x )  — \ p i { x )  +  e i(x )]| =  PfiPi  +  e i,P 2 +  £2) <  d
for æ E % (p i +  ei) then th is  must be true  for x  G Wj.  This implies
\ f { x )  — [p i(x ) +  ei(æ)]| <  m ax{(jf/(p i +  c i,p 2 +  £2) , d — ^ }  <  d
for all X G X { p i ) .  This contradicts the assumption tha t px is a best approxim ation 
to  /  on X{px) . Thus, {px,P2 ) E If^  must be a local best pairs approxim ation to  /  
from  n „  on [a, b].
For the converse, assume (px,P2 ) G 11  ^ is a local best pairs approxim ation to  /  on 
[a, b], and th a t px is not a best approxim ation to  /  from  n „  on X{px) . Let e >  0. Then 
we may find a Ç G n „  such th a t I I / —Pi llpj >  | | / —g||pj and ||p i—g||pi <  e, by Theorem 
1.5. We note the assumption | | /  - p i | |p i  >  | | /  - p 2 ||pz gives p /(p i,P 2) =  11/ -P i l lp i-
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This leads to
> m a x { | | / - g | | p , , | | / - p 2L }  
> m a x { | | / - g | | g ,  l iy - p ^ l lp ^ }  ,
norms are w ith  respect to  the pair (9 ,^ 2)
"= 9 / (g,P2)
Thus we now have g f {p i ,P 2 ) >  9 f{Q,P2 ) and d{ {p i ,p 2 ), (q,P2 )) <  e, by the construc­
tion  o f q, which contradicts tha t (p i ,P2 ) is a local best pairs approxim ation. Thus, 
Pi must be the best approxim ation to  /  from  I I „  on T (p i). □
We next address the case when | | /  — Pi||pi =  | | /  — P2 \\p2 for our second charac­
teriza tion  theorem. Theorem 3.3 uses the equivalence between best approximations 
and alternants given by Theorem 1.8.
T h e o re m  3.3. Assume f  is n-admissible on the interval  [a, 6] and that p =  | | /  — 
Pi Wv i  — I I / “ P2|Ip2; butp i  ^  p2 - Then {p i ,P 2 ) E W ^ i s  a local best pairs approximation 
to f  f rom on [a, b] i f  either p i  — f  has an alternant of length n  +  2 on i n t [ I { p i ) ]  
or p 2 — f  has an alternant of  length n  +  2 on m t[J (p 2)]- Conversely (almost), i f  
(p i ,P2 ) is a local best pairs approximation to f  on [a,h] then either p i  — f  has an 
alternant of  length n -t- 2 on T(jpi) or  p 2 — f  has an alternant of  length n -\- 2 on 
%(P2).
Proof. Suppose (p i ,P2 ) is a local best pairs approxim ation to  /  on [a, b] bu t neither 
Pi — f  nor P2 — f  has an a lternant o f length n  -t- 2 on T{p i )  and T{p 2 ), respectively. 
B y Theorem 1.8 we see tha t neither p i  nor p 2 is a best approxim ation to  /  on I { p i )  
and T{p 2 ), respectively. Further, neither p i  nor p2 is a local best approxim ation to
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/  from  l in  on these sets by Theorem 1.5. So given e >  0, there exist E I l „  so 
that | |p i-p ll |  <  ||% -P 2ll <  l l / -P il lp i  < P , and H /-P 2 IIM  < p . Thus we
have d((pi,p2), (PLP2)) <  Indeed,
c(((P i,P2),(9 i,92)) =  \ / | |P i - P Î lP  +  11%  - P 2 IP
■ " ' ' 2  +  2
Let (7 =  m a x{||/ -p î | |p i , | |y  - P 2 IIP2} <  that [a ,6] =  %(pi) U%(p2) =
T {p X) U %(pg) where T{p\ )  and T{p\ )  are generated from  the approxim ation pair 
(Pi,P2)' L ^ t X G [a, b]. I f  æ G I { p i )  then
I / M  -  p*(æ)| <  11/  -  p illp , < (% < /) .
S im ilarly i f  æ G X(p2) then
|/(æ ) -  p;(æ)| <  11/  -  P2IIM <  (7 <  /).
Thus for any x  G [a,b] we have m in { | / ( x )  -  p^(x)|, \ f { x )  — ^ 2( ^ ) 1}  <  P, which 
implies
9 /(P i,P 2) -  max {m in {|/(æ ) -p î (T ) | , | / (æ )  - p ; ( T ) | } }
xe[a ,b ]
<  m a x lp }  =  p. 
ze[»,6] ^
This is a contradiction to  {p i ,p 2 ) being a local best pairs approxim ation to  / .  Thus, 
either p i  — f  has an a lternant o f length n  +  2  on % (pi) ox p2 — f  has an alternant of 
length n +  2 on I { p 2 ).
Now assume tha t Pi — f  has an alternant of length n +  2 on i n t [ I { p i ) ] .  Let the
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p a rtition  points for the approxim ation (p i ,P2 ) (i.e. the points in  I { p i )  D%(p2)) be 
zi, Z2 , ■ ■ ■, Zk- Since Pi — /  € C[a,b] and its  a lternant o f length n +  2 lies on i n t [ I { p i ) ]  
then there is a 5 >  0 so tha t p i  is a best approxim ation to  /  on
k
J{5) T [p i )  — [ J ( +  — 5,Zi +  5).
i = l
There is an e >  0 such th a t i f  ç i, % E I I „  w ith  ||%|| <  e for i  E {1, 2 } then for the 
approxim ation pair (p i +  E we have %(% +  %) r \ J {5 )  =  0. Th is gives
J{5)  C J (p i +  ç i) which implies
11/ — (Pl +  9l)l|x(pi+gi) >  11/ -  (Pi +  9i )IU(<5)
>  | | / - P i | | j ( f )
~  11/ ^  Pi llpi — P-
Therefore ^ /(p i +  g i,P 2 +  92) >  P- This shows (p i,P 2) is a local best pairs approxi­
m ation to  / .  The case for pg — /  is handled in  a s im ilar manner. □
E x a m p le  3.1. One may wonder why Theorem 3.3 is not a statement o f logical 
equivalence. In  other words, why do we not show: i f  e ither p i — /  has an alternant 
o f length n  +  2 on J (p i)  or pg — /  has an alternant o f length n +  2 on J(pg) then 
(piiPg) is a local best approxim ation to  /  on [a ,6]. In  Figure 3.1, (p i(z),pg(æ )) =  
(x^, —x^) E rig and
/(:^ )
— cos [ i i {x +  3 )], i f  X <  -1 ;
— sin [^ (x  +  l ) j  , i f  —1 <  X <  1;
x ^  — cos [ 7 t ( x  +  3 )], i f  X  >  1.
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We observe over the in terval [ -3 ,3 ],  | | /  -  Pi||pi =  1 and | | /  — P2 \\p2 =  1, where 
%(pi) — [—3, —1] U [0,0] U [1,3] and I { p 2 ) =  [—1, !]• So, p\ — f  has an alternant 
of length 4 on T{p i )  while P2 — f  does not have an alternant o f length 4 on %(p2). 
Since P2 — f  does not have an alternant o f sufficient length, then for any e >  0 
there exists a bette r approxim ation to  /  on I { p 2 ) w ith in  e of pg, say pi .  So, we have 
ll/~ -P 2llp2 <  I I / “ P2 |1p2 — \ \ f~Pi \ \p i  =  1- We may now consider either of the ordered 
pairs (p i,pg) or {p i ,p l ) .  We see tha t X (p i) w ith  respect to  p l  includes neither —1 
nor +1. This im plies tha t p i  — f  loses its a lternant of length 4, w ith  respect to  pg- 
Then there exists a bette r approxim ation to  /  on X{p i)  (w ith  respect to  p l )  w ith in  
e of P l, say p^. In  other words, \ \ f  — p*]] <  | | /  — p i|] on X (p i) w ith  repect to  pg. 
Now, consider the constructed pair (pi,Pg). We see th a t d { { p \ , p l ) , (p i,pg)) <  e and 
9f {Vi^pI) <  9f  {PhPi)-  Thus, (p i,pg) is not a local best approxim ation to  /  from
n 2.
We may combine Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.
T h e o re m  3.4. Assume f  is n-admissible on the interval [a,b] and \ \ f  — Pi\\p^ >  
11/ — Psilpg. I f  P l  — f  has an alternant of  length n +  2 on int [X{pi ) ]  then (p i,pg) 
is a local best pairs approximation to f  f rom on [a,b\. Conversely (almost), i f  
(p i,P 2) is a local best pairs approximation to f  f rom on [a, 6] then P i — /  has 
an alternant of  length n +  2 o n X [p i )  o r pg — /  has an alternant of length n +  2 on
%(%).
Proof. Assume Pi — /  has an alternant of length n  +  2 on in t [X{pi ) ] .  Then p\ — f  has 
an alternant of length n +  2 on X (p i). By the A lte rna tion  Theorem (Theorem 1.8), 
Pl is a best approxim ation to  /  on X (p i). I f  [ [ /  — pi]]p, =  [ [ /  — pg||p2 then (p i,pg) 
is a local best approxim ation to  /  by Theorem 3.3. I f  | ] /  — Pi||pi >  [ ] /  — pgjjjp^ 
then (p i,pg) is a local best approxim ation to  /  by Theorem 3.2. Conversely, assume
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Xp 1
P2 
f
Figure 3.1; Counter-example related to  Theorem 3.3.
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(p i ,P2 ) is a local best approxim ation to  /  on [a,b]. I f  | | /  -  piWp^ >  | | /  — Pallpg then 
Pl is a best approxim ation to  /  on T {p i )  by Theorem 3.2. Th is gives -  /  an 
a lternant o f length n +  2 on I { p i )  by Theorem 1.8. I f  | | /  -  Pi\\pi =  | | /  — P2 \\p2 then 
P l  — f  has an alternant of length n +  2 on X (p i) or pg — /  has an alternant of length 
n +  2 on %(pg) by Theorem 3.3. □
3.3 L ocal U n iq u en ess
In  considering the question o f uniqueness, we firs t observe th a t (p i ,P2 ) is a best 
pairs approxim ation i f  and only i f  (p2 ,Pi)  is a best pairs approxim ation. These 
approxim ations are not essentially different and w ill not be distinguished.
E x a m p le  3.2 . In  Figure 3.2 on page 33 we look at the interval [—1,1] where p i {x )  — 
— 1, P2 {x) =  —x^ — and
— 1 — ^  s in(47r(x  +  1)), i f  x  <  — |
—x^ — ^ T  ^  sin(157r(x T  ^)), i f  —^ <  x <  ^
x^ — 1 +  T  sin(47r(x  +  1)), i f  x  >  |
In  th is  case, X (p i) =  [ - 1 , - ^ ]  U [ | ,1 ]  and X (p2) =  We see (p i,pg) is
a global best pairs approxim ation to  /  on [—1, 1] from  Til, b u t i t  is not unique 
since moving p i  s ligh tly  w ill s t ill result in  a best global pairs approxim ation. This 
is due to  the fact th a t p i  — f  has an alternant of length 3 which means p i  is not 
the best approxim ation to  /  on I { p i ) ,  while P2 — f  has an a lternant o f length 15 
on T{p2 ) which does im p ly  tha t pg is the best approxim ation to  /  on J(pg). A  
slight change in  p i, say to  p*, would result in  a bette r approxim ation on T{pi ) .  
Since pg — /  experiences so many alternations on X(pg) then pg would s till be the
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best approxim ation on %(pg), where %(pg) is generated from  the approxim ating pair 
(pLPg) and p 2 — P2 , since p a rtitio n  points move continuously. Thus, we have two 
d is tinc t best global approxim ations where gf {p i ,P 2 ) =  9 f {P i ,P 2 )-
Pl
Figure 3.2: A  best global approxim ation tha t is not unique.
The follow ing two theorems deal w ith  some local uniqueness results. Note tha t 
the ordered pairs (p i ,P2 ) and {p2 ,Pi )  are equivalent pairs approximations.
D e f in it io n  3.3. An ordered pai r  {p i ,P 2 ) E is said to be a locally un ique best 
p a irs  a p p ro x im a tio n  to f  f rom  11^  i f  i t  is a local best pairs approximation and i f  
tAere eaista an e >  0 ancA t/nzt c(((p i,P2),(9i)92)) <   ^ (91 , 92) 7^  (pi,P2) zmpZy
9/(P i,P2) <  9/ ( 91, 92).
T h e o re m  3.5. Assume f  be n-admissihle and | | / —Pi||pi =  | | / “ P2||p2- U  f  ~ P i  and
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f —p2 both have alternants of  lengthn +  2 on i n t \ I [ p i ) \  a n d i n t \ I { p 2 )\ (respectively), 
É/ien (p iiP s) a ZocaMi/ umgtte 6ea( pa%rs opproizmaÉwn /  /rom  11^ .
Proof. Assume | | /  — Pi||pi — | | /  — Pi||pi and f  — p\  and f  — P2 both  have alternants 
o f length n +  2 on i n t [ I { p i ) ]  and in t [X {p 2 )] (respectively). B y  Theorem 3.3, (p i,P 2) 
is a local best approxim ation to  /  on [a, b]. Since f  — Pi  has an alternant o f length 
n +  2 on in t [T {p i ) ]  then there exists a closed set I  C in t [T {p i ) ]  which contains 
th is  a lternant. Thus, p% is the best approxim ation to  /  on I .  Let ei, eg E I l „  be 
so tha t I  C i n t \ I { p i  +  ei)] (by details in  the p roof o f Theorem 3.2) and ||Q|| <  e, 
where e is chosen suffic iently small and T{p i  +  ei) comes from  the ordered pair 
approxim ation (pi  +  +  eg). Since pi  is the best approxim ation to  /  on /  then
11/ -  Vi\ \ i  <  11/ -  (Pi +  e i)||/, assuming ei 7  ^ 0. Thus pi  +  ei is not as good an 
approxim ation on I  as px. So we now have,
11/ -  Pillpi = 11/ “ P i h
<  I I / -  (Pl +  E i)||;
<  11/ -  (Pi +  ei)||pi
which implies p i +  ci is not as good an approxim ation on X{p i)  as well. Thus, {p i ,P 2 ) 
is a locally unique best pairs approximation. □
There is also the case o f | | /  — Px\\p  ^ 7^  11/ ~  P2 \\p2 to  consider.
T h e o re m  3.6. Assume f  E C\a, b] be n-admissible and {p i ,P2 ) be a local best pairs 
approximation to f  on [a,b]. I f  \ \ f  — Pi||pi ^  \ \ f  — Pzllpa then (p i.ps) is a locally 
po%rs
Proof. Assume (p i,P 2) be a local best pairs approxim ation to  /  and | | /  — Pi||pi 7  ^
11/ -Psilpz- W ith o u t loss of generality we may also assume | | /  — Pi||pi >  | | /  —Pzllpg-
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We first see that if x *  is a partition point then
|/(æ *) -  pi(æ*)| =  |/(æ *) -  P2(æ*)|
<  11/  -  P2\\p2
<  11/  -  piWpi
Thus, no m axim um  values of \ f  — pi\  occur at the p a rtition  points. B y Theorem 3.2, 
Pl is the best approxim ation to  /  on %(pi). This implies there exists an alternant 
of length n +  2 on %(pi) for f  — pi- Since no m axim um  values occur at pa rtition  
points, then th is a lternant exists on i n t [ I { p i ) ] .  We may now apply the method of 
Theorem 3.5. □
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Chapter 4 
Approxim ation W ith  fc-Tuples
A  logical step is to  extend the approxim ation from  pairs to  fc-tuples. M any o f the 
ideas from  Theorem 3.1 w ill be used to  prove the following existence theorem. We 
w ill firs t need to  define some o f the nota tion  used in  Theorem 4.1.
4.1 E x isten ce
F ix  /  G C[a, 6]. Then for the functions p i,p 2, ■ ■ • ,Pfc E C[a, b] define the functional
xe[a,b ] 1=1 ,2,...,k
We w ill note th a t th is  extension o f p / is also continuous since i t  is the composition 
of continuous functions. Let 11^  =  { ( p i , . . .  ,pk) : p, G I l „ } ,  where I I „  represents the 
space of algebraic polynom ials o f degree not exceeding n w ith  domain [a, b]. We see 
the equivalence o f fc-tuple approximations by noting p / ( p i , .. . ,pk) =  P /(? i, 
for any perm uta tion  ( p i , of ( p i , . . .  ,pfc).
D e f in it io n  4 .1 . A best u n i fo r m  k - tu p le  a p p ro x im a t io n  to f  fro m  IlJ; is a k- 
tupZe (p i , . . .  ,p%) G gï/cA t W g / ( p î , . . .  ,Pk) <  gy(p i,. . .  ,P t), /o r all (p i , . . .  ,p t) E
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n t
We w ill assume /  is n-admissible on the in terval [a, b] and Pi ^  p j (for i  ^  j ) .
T h e o re m  4.1. Let f  E C [a,b]. Then there exists a best un ifo rm  k-tuple approxi­
mation to f  from  n ^ .
Proof. Let
{pi,P2, --fklen*
Let /  \  be such tha t g f {p^i \  . . .  p. As w ith  pairs, there are
3 logical cases. However, one is not possible.
Case 1: Each fo r  i  =  1 , . . .  , k  is bounded.
As in the proof for pairs of functions, we may assume each sequence converges by 
passing in to  subsequences i f  necessary. T h a t is, <  > —> p* for some p* 6  H „ and
for f =  1 , . . . ,  fc. Since p / is continuous, th is  gives
P/ (PI,P2 , - - - ,Pk) =  P/ ( Hm p (" \ . . . ,  lim p(,"\n—»oo n^oc
=  P/ (  lim (p }" \ . . .  ,p ï r 4 )\n-^oo \  /  /
=  lim p;
n—^oo \  /
=  P
Thus, (p * , . . .  ,p%) is a best approxim ation.
Cose .0.' 5'ome, not o / (/te gepuenceg ore uuAownded.
We may assume, by re-ordering i f  necessary, there is an I such th a t each ^p|™^
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for i  =  1 , . . .  , / is bounded while  for i  — / +  1 , . . .  , A; each is unbounded.
C erta in ly  we may assume tha t for % =  / +  1 , . . . ,  A: each is never the zero
function. We see th a t for each z =  / +  1 , . . . ,  A:, the sequence is bounded.
Thus, by passing to  subsequences i f  necessary, there exist p l , . .. ,p^, , . . . ,  6  I l „
such th a t Pi for z =  1, . . .  , l  and (")iil|p[
g* /  0 for z =   ^ +  1 , .k.
Let R =  max < m in { \ f ( x )  ~ p * ( x ) \ }  >. In  order to  show p =  R  we w ill assume 
the contrary (i.e. R >  p). Then there exists an in terval I  of positive length, a 
(5 >  0, and M  such th a t for z =  1 , . . . , / ,  for a ll x  G / ,  and m  >  M  we have 
f ( x )  — p ^ l^ \x ) >  p +  5. Then there exists a j  (j G A:}) and an N  such
th a t for a ll X G 7 and m  >  N  we have / ( x )  — <  p +  5. Let Z  be the fin ite
set of zeros o f and pick xq e I  — Z . Since is unbounded then so is
y \ (fn.) (Ml) / \
Indeed, since gj then   ^ gt(æo).Then for snfhciently
large m
which implies
and yields
pM (a;o)
IIP
(m )|
I I P
(m )|
IIPM II
<
<
<
k j(^ o ) |
2
|pX^o)|
2
k K ^ o ) l
>
>  I I P
(m )|
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Since j) is unbounded then so is /  P ^ ^ \xq) Y  This provides a contradiction.
Indeed, recall tha t /(æ ) <  p +  5 for a ll X G I  and m  >  N . Since
>  l / W | - then | / ( x ) |  -  p ] ^ \ x )  <  p +  5. Th is gives
us p ^ ^ \x )  -  \ f ( x ) \  <  p +  5. Thus, we get
P ^ r \x )  <  | / ( x ) |  +  p +  (5, for all X G 7 and m >  N .
This contradicts p^P \xo) \  being unbounded. Thus R =  p and ( p î , . . .  . . . ,
is a best 7-tuple approxim ation where . . . ,  çj, G I I „  are arb itrary.
C(we &  jBacA z — 1, . . . ,  7
We may assume there exist p* { i — . ,k )  such tha t p(")J") II p*. Choose Xo G [a, h]
so tha t Xo is not a zero o f p* (for i  =  1 , . . . ,  7). Since each is unbounded,
then the same is true for each by the discussion in  Case 2. Thus,
11/ “  “ *■ oo (for z =  1 , . . . ,  7) which implies th a t g f { p \ , . . .  , p l )  ^  oo. Th is is
a contradiction and hence Case 3 is not possible.
□
The follow ing result is a logical extension o f C oro llary 3.1.
C o ro lla ry  4 .1 . Le tp *  G I I „  he the best approximation to f  on the in terva l [a, b] and 
V =  \ \ f  ^  P*\\- Then i f  { p i , . . .  ,pk) G 11^  is a best un ifo rm  k-tuple approximation, 
we 7a?;e p / ( p i , . . .  ,p t)  <  p /7 .
Proof. For z =  1 , . . . ,  7 define % =  p*-bp(7—2z-b l)/7 . We see th a t ||%+i —%|| =  2p/k  
(for z =  1,. . . , 7 — 1), \\{p* +  v) — QiW =  p /7,  and ||% — (p* — p)|| =  p /7 . This implies
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that:
r.{%}<  max < m inœG[a,b]
_ ^ 
k
Since (f; (p i , . . .  ,pt) <  P/(gi, - - - , 9k) then g; (p i , . . .  ,pk) <  p/A:. O
4.2 C haracterization
As w ith  approxim ation by pairs, we w ill characterize a best approxim ation by a 
fc-tuple. We w ill need to  extend our definitions to  fc-tuples.
D e f in it io n  4 .2 . We may define the fo llow ing m etric  on
,P k),(g i, - - , W )  = \\pi -  %
i= l
D efin ition  4.3. The k-tuple  ( p i , . . .  ,p t)  is said to be a local best k -tup le  approx­
im a tio n  to f  on [a, b\ from  if if  i f  there exists ane >  0 so that d ( ( p i , . . .  ,Pk), { q i , . . . ,  % )) <
G ^  ^ /((P i, - - - ,Pk)) <  P; ( ( p i , . . .  ,Pk)) /o r  (P i, . . .  ,Pk) G
Lemma 3.2 may be extended to  /c-tuples since we are dealing w ith  a fin ite  number 
o f analytic functions. Thus, we get the follow ing statement.
L e m m a  4.1. Suppose that f  is n-admissible on [a,b]. Then fo r  any k-tuple  ( p i , . . .  ,p t)  6 
n jj there is a fin ite  collection o f closed intervals w ith pairwise d is jo in t in te rio rs  
. . . ,  7^ 1 ), . . . ,  . . . ,  . . . ,
1. 1/(3;) -  pXz)| <  | / ( z )  -  P jM I ,  /o r % ^  J nW  z  e  Û
/=i
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«. 1« ,6| =  Ù  Û  i f
i —1 j = l
5. |/(a ;) — P i(^ ) l — l / ( ^ )  ^  some %, j  (Ae end pomts 0/  aome W eroo /
/  eæcep( poag%6/p a o r 6.
f^/fAer, /o r  a gzfea A:-(wp/e (p i , . . .  ,p t) G c/ioaea (o approzzma^e /  gubdW- 
gzoa ^  uaigae.
Proof. A n  extension o f the proof for pairs. Let /  be n-admissible on the in terval 
[a,b] and Z  — { x  E [a,b] : \pi {x) — f { x ) \  =  \Pj{x) — f { x ) \  for i  ^  j ) .  From the 
discussion in  the proof o f Lemma 3.2, we see th a t Z  is fin ite. Thus we may w rite  
Z  =  { z i , . . . ,  Zm} where z\ <  Z2 <  ■ ■ ■ <  Zm- Th is yields the follow ing subdivision 
of the in terval [a,b]:
[a, 6] =  [a, zi] U [zi, zg] U - - - U [z i^ -  1, U [z^ ,^ 6]
where the in teriors of the intervals are pairwise disjo int. Thus, on each in terval 
there exists an i  so tha t for j  ^  i, \pi {x) — f { x ) \  <  \pj {x)  — f { x ) \ .  For each 
i , let the collection represent the intervals where for j  i  we have
\pi {x) — f { x ) \  <  \pj {x)  — f { x ) \ .  B y  continuity, we have for j  ^  i
n
l / W  - P i M I  <  |/(æ ) -P j(æ )| , for all æ E
Uniqueness is a consequence of the construction. □
Note th a t some o f the intervals may be em pty or degenerate. We w ill use the 
notaton || ■ ||p. to  denote the norm  restricted to  the set T{pi ) .
T h e o re m  4 .2 . Assume f  is n-admissible on [a, 6] and ||pi — /||p j >  ||p, — f\\p. fo r  
i  — 2,. ■ ■ ,k.  Then p \ is a best approximation to f  on T{p i )  from  I l „  i f  and only i f
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(p i, - - - ,Pk) ^  a (o /  on [o, 6] /rom
Proof. Assume { p i , . . . , p k )  G 11  ^ is a local best k-tuple approxim ation to  /  on 
[a,b] and pi  is not the best approxim ation to  /  from  I I „  on I { p i ) .  Let e >  0. 
Then we may find a ç G n „  so tha t | | /  -  Pi\\p^ >  11/ ~  qWpi and \\pi -  q\\p  ^ <  e, 
by Theorem 1.5. The assumption \\pi — /||p j >  \\pi — f\\p. (for i  =  2 , . . .  ,k)  gives
9/(P i, - -,Pk) =  | |P i- / | |p i-  As w ith  pairs, we now have - - ,P t)
and d ( ( p i , . . .  ,pfc), ( ç , . . .  ,pk)) <  e, which contradicts th a t ( p i , . . .  ,Pk) is a local best 
fc-tuple approxim ation. Thus, pi  is the best approxim ation to  /  from  I I „  on X{pi ) .
Now assume p i  is the best approxim ation to  /  on T{pi )  and ( p i , . . .  ,Pk) is not 
a local best /c-tuple approxim ation. Let d =  \ \ f — Pq\\p  ^ >  0 and | | /  — pi\\p. <  d for 
i  =  2 , . . .  ,k.  Define the set Z  — { x  G I { p i )  : \ f { x )  — p i (x ) |  =  d}.  As before, Z is 
compact. For x e Z,  \ f { x )  — Pi{x)\  >  d fo r i  =  2 , . .  . , fc, by arguments presented 
earlier in  the p roof o f Theorem 3.2. Since Z  is compact and \ f  ~  Pi\ (for i  =  2 , . . .  ,k)  
is continuous then there is an e >  0 such th a t \ f { x )  — Pi{x)\ >  d +  e {i — 2 , . . .  ,k)  
for X E Z.  Furthermore, we may also state th a t there is a 7  >  0 such th a t for 
dg(z, %) <  7  [where ds  is the Euclidean distance to  the set Z  from  x]
l / W  -  P i W I  <  d +  ^  and |/(æ ) -  pi(æ)| >  d -f- Y» (^ =  2 , . . . ,
Now define IL /  =  { x  G %(pi) : d^(æ, Z ) <  7 }  which is open. We have \ f { x )  — 
P i(x )| <  d fo r X G %(pi) — W.y since Z  C ITy. Since X (p i) — VFy is compact, then 
there exists a /? >  0 such tha t | / ( x )  — Pi(x) |  <  d — /3 for x  G % (pi) — IL /.  Now take 
e i , . .. , 6fc G ITn such tha t ||ei|| <  m in { | ,  f }  (i  — 1 , . . .  , k)  and
g /(P i +  e i , . . .  ,pk +  Ck) <  g / ( p i , . . .  ,Pk) =  11/ -  P illp i =  d.
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Then W j  C I ( p i  +  ei) and I ( p i )  =  Vh-y U ( I ( p i )  -  W^). For x  e 1 { p i )  -  
\ f { x )  — \p i{x )  +  €i(æ)]| <  d — f  by the assumption made on ej. Since
| / ( x )  — [p i(x ) +  ei(x)] |  <  gf {p i  +  e i , . . .  ,pk +  ek) <  d 
for X G X (p i +  6i )  then th is  must be true  for x  G VFy. This implies
l/W  -  [PiW + GiW]l ^ max{g;(pi + 6i,... + e&), ^} <
for all X G % (pi). Th is contradicts the assumption th a t p\ is the best approxim ation 
to  /  on Xippi). Thus, { p i , . . . , p k )  is a local best k-tuple approxim ation to  /  on 
[a,b], □
Theorem 3.3 carries over as follows.
T h e o re m  4.3. Assume f  is n-admissible on the in terva l [a, b] and that p =  | | / —
(fo r i  =  1 , . . .  , k) ,  but Pi ^  p j (fo r i  ^  j ) .  Then {pi , - ■ ■ ,Pk) E If^  is a local best 
k-tuple approximation to f  on [a, 6] i f  there exists a n i so th a tp i — f  has an alternant 
of length n -\- 2 on i n t [ I { p i ) ] .  Conversely (almost), i f  { p i , .. . ,pk) G 11  ^ is  a local 
best k-tuple approximation to f  on [a, b] then there exists an i  so that Pi — f  has an 
alternant o f length n +  2 on T{pi ) .
Proof. Suppose ( p i , . . .  ,Pk) is a local best k-tuple  approxim ation to  /  on [a,b] but 
Pi — f  (for i  =  1 , . . .  , k)  does not have an alternant of length n -H 2 on T{pi ) .  
By Theorem 1.8, we see th a t Pi is not a best approxim ation to  /  on T{pi )  (for 
i  =  l , . . . , k ) .  B y  Theorem 1.5, pi  is not a local best approxim ation to  /  (for 
i  =  1, . . .  ,k) .  So given e >  0, there exists p* G I I „  (for i  =  l , . . . , f c )  so tha t 
d ( ( p i , . . .  , p k ) , ( p ï , . . .  ,Pk)) <  G and | | /  -  p*||p, <  p (for i  =  1 , . . . ,  t ) .  Let cr =
k k
max (11/ — p * | |p j <  p. Note th a t [a,h] =  \ JX { p i )  =  (J %(p*), where X{p*)  is
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generated from  the approxim ation k-tuple  { p i , . . .  ,pl ) .  Let x e [a, b]. I f  x e X (p i) 
then (for i  =  1 , . . .  ,k)
l / W - p Z W I  <  11/ - p i l l  < ( z < p
Thus for any x  G [a, b] we have m in { | / ( x )  — p * (x ) }  <  p, which implies 
P/(PI, - - - {m m {|/(x )  -  p*(a;)|}}
x€[a ,b ]  L  ^ }
<  max { p |  =  p.
This contradicts th a t { p i , . .. ,Pk) is a local best k-tuple  approxim ation to  / .  Thus, 
there exists an i  so tha t p% — f  has an alternant of length n  +  2 on J (p i) .
W ith  some reordering i f  necessary, we may assume p\  — f  has an alternant
of length n +  2 on m t[J (p i) ] .  Let the p a rtitio n  points for pi  (i.e. the points in 
X (p i) n  T[p j )  for j  ^  1) be z i, ^2, . . . ,  zi. Since p i — /  G C[a, b] and its  a lternant of 
length n + 2  lies on i n t [ I { p i ) ] ,  then there is a d >  0 so th a t p i is a best approxim ation 
to  /  on
I
J(^) := %(pi) -  U ( z j  -  Zj +  6).
j  = l
So there exists an e >  0 such tha t i f  ,. .. , % G 11  ^ w ith  ||%|| <  e for i  G {1 , . .  . , /c} 
then for the approxim ation k-tup le  (p i +  qi, ■ ■ ■ ,Pk +  <lk) E 11  ^ we have I { p i  -L n  
J{5)  =  0 (for i  =  2 , . . .  ,k) .  Th is gives J{5)  C I { p i  +  q\) which implies
11/ — (Pi +  qi)\\x(pi+qi) >  11/ — (Pi T  gi)||j(5)
>  l l / - P i | | j ( 5 )
— 11/ — Pi llpi — P-
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Therefore, gf {p i  +  qi, ■ ■ ■ ,Pk +  Qk) >  p- Th is shows th a t ( p i , . . .  ,p&) is a local best 
approxim ation to  / .  The cases for pj  — f  (for j  =  2 , . . .  ,k)  are handled in  a sim ilar 
manner. □
4.3 L ocal U n iq u en ess
D e fin itio n  4.4 . A n o r d e r e d  k - t u p le  ( p i , . .. ,p&) G 11^  i s  s a id  t o  be a  l o c a l l y  u n i q u e  
b e s t  k - t u p l e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  f  f r o m  i f  i t  i s  a  lo c a l b e s t k - t u p le  a p p r o x im a -  
fzoM and t/ierie erzsts an e >  0 ancA t/rat d ( (p i , . . .  ,p&), (g i, . . . ,  g^)) <  e
(gi, . - , 9k) f  (P i,. . .  ,Pk) %mp/zea p/ (p i , . . .  ,p&) <  g ;(g i,. . . ,  g^)-
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 extend na tu ra lly  over to  k-tuples.
T h eo rem  4.4. Assume f  is n-admissible on the in terva l [a,b]. Let \ \ f  — Pi\\pi =
\ \ f~Pj \ \pj  ( f o r i , j  =  1 , . . .  ,k) .  I f  f  —pi has an alternant o f length n +  2 on m t[J (p i) ] 
(fo r i  =  1, . .  . , k ) ,  then ( p i , .. . ,pk) is a locally unique best k-tuple approximation to 
/  /rom n^.
Proof. Assume | | / —Pi||pi =  | | / —PjHp^ (for i,  j  =  1 , . . .  , k)  and / —Pi has an alternant 
o f length n +  2 on i n t [ I { p i ) ]  (for i  =  1 , . . .  ,k).  B y  Theorem 4.3, ( p i , . . .  ,pk) is a local 
best fc-tuple approxim ation to  /  on [a, 6]. Since /  — p i has an alternant o f length 
n  +  2 on m t[X (p i)] then there exists a closed set I  C i n t [ I { p i ) ]  which contains th is 
alternant. Thus, p i is the best approxim ation to  /  on I .  Let ei , . . . , G I I „  be so 
th a t 11^11 <  e (for i  — 1, . . .  , k)  and I  C in t [ I { p i  +  ci)], where e is chosen sufficiently 
small and X (p i +  c i) comes from  the k-tup le  approxim ation (p i +  6%,... ,p t +  e*,). 
Since p% is the best approxim ation to  /  on 7 then | | /  — p i| | /  <  | | /  — (p i +  ei)||/, 
assuming Ci 7  ^ 0. Th is implies tha t p i +  ei is not as good o f an approxim ation on /
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as p \ .  So we now have,
11/ “  P illpi — 11/ “  P ill;
<  I I / -  (Pl +  Gl)||z
<  11/  — (Pl +  ei)||pi
which implies p\ 4- Ci is not as good o f an approxim ation on T{pi )  as well. Thus, 
( p i , .. . ,pfe) is a loca lly  unique best fc-tuple approxim ation. □
In  the follow ing theorem we explore what happens when there exists an i  so tha t 
11/ ~Vi\\pi >  11/ — PjIIpj (for j  ^  i) .  W ith o u t loss of generality we may assume i  — 1.
T h e o re m  4 .5 . Assume f  is n-admissible on the in terva l [a,b]. Let { p i , . . .  ,pk) be 
a local best k-tuple approximation to f  on [a, b] from  I l j j . I f  \ \ f  — Pi\\pi >  11/ — P«||p^  
(fo r i  =  2 , . . .  ,k) ,  then ( p i , . . .  ,Pk) is a locally unique best k-tuple approximation.
Proof. Assume ( p i , . . . ,Pk) is a local best fc-tuple approxim ation to  /  on [a, b] from  
and 11/ — pij jpi >  11/ —PiWpi (for i  =  2 , . . .  ,k).  I f  x* is a p a rtition  po in t for T (p i)  
then X *  e T (p i)  H I { p i )  for some i  G  { 2 , . . .  , k }  and,
l/(a ;*) -P i (æ * ) |  =  !/(%*) -p^(æ*) |
<  11/  -PiWpi
<  11/  -  Pillpi
Thus, no m axim um  values o f | /  — P ij occur at the p a rtition  points for % (pi). By 
Theorem 4.2, pi  is the best approxim ation to  /  on T{pi ) .  This implies there exists 
an alternant o f length n +  2 on %(pi) for f  — p\.  Since no m axim um  values occur 
at pa rtition  points, then th is alternant exists on znt[X (p i)]. Using the methods of
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Theorem 4.4, the k-tuple (pi , . . .  , p k )  is a locally unique best fc-tuple approximation.
□
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Chapter 5
Approxim ation from Haar Spaces
5.1 E x isten ce
In  order to  discuss best approxim ations from  Haar Spaces we w ill firs t need ad­
d itiona l nota tion. F irs t we w ill define H „  to  be the span of a Haar system of n 
continuous functions on [a, b]. In  other words, i ï „  =  span {h i, /t2, ■ • ■ ,  for some 
Haar system {h i ,  h^, ■.. ,  f i „ } .  Notice th a t C C[a, h] since a Haar system neces­
sarily consists o f continuous functions. Further, we also define =  { ( p i , . . .  ,pk) : 
Pi, ■ ■ ■ ,Pk G H n}. We w ill take p f to  be as defined for k-tuples o f polynomials.
D e f in it io n  5 .1 . A best u n i fo r m  k - tu p le  H a a r  a p p ro x im a t io n  to f  from  
w art ordered k-frtple (p * , . . .  ,p%) E auc/i t W  . . .  ,P t) ^  /o r
oH ( p i , . . .  ,pk) E
T h e o re m  5.1. Let f  E C[a,b],  Then a best un ifo rm  k-tuple H aar approximation  
to f  from  exists.
Proof. Since the proof of Theorem 4.1 does not re ly upon any properties which H^ 
has and does not have, then we may use th is proof by substitu ting  for H^ 
where appropriate. □
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C o ro lla ry  5.1. Assume that the constant continuons functions are in  Hn- Let 
p* G Hn he the best approximation to f  on the in terva l [a,b] and ry =  | | /  — p*\\. 
Then i f  { p i , . . .  ,pk) G is a best un ifo rm  k-tuple H aar approximation then we 
Aa'ue ( p i , . . .  ,pk) <
Proof. W ith  the inclusion o f the constant continuous function, the p roof becomes a 
logical extension of the fc-tuple version. □
In earlier proofs, we used the con tinu ity  of elements of n „  throughout, which 
is an equivalent property of i7 „. A fte r dem onstrating there existed a best /^-tuple 
approxim ation (Theorem 4.1), the requirement o f ana ly tic ity  was used in  order to  
get T{pi )  (for i  =  ! , . . . , & )  (Lemma 4.1). Thus, proofs from  the previous chapter 
are easily extended to  approxim ation /c-tuples from  Haar spaces and are not shown.
5.2 C h aracterization
I t  w ill be necessary to  assume the elements o f to  be analytic in  order to  get the 
follow ing result as an extension of Lemma 4.1. F irs t, we extend the defin ition  of 
n-admissible (D efin ition  3.1).
D e f in it io n  5.2. A continuous piecewise analytic real-valued func tion  f  w ill be called 
n -a d m is s ib le  i f  no piece o f f  lies in  Hn-
We also require to  extend our m etric defin ition.
D e f in it io n  5.3. We may define the fo llow ing m etric on Hf^.
d  ((Pl j ■ • ‘ ; Pk) : (,Ql} • • ■ îÇfc)) \ 11^ '  -  %2 = 1
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D e fin itio n  5.4. The k -tup le  (p i, . . .  ,pk) is said to be a lo c a l best k - tu p le  H a a r
a p p r o x im a t io n  to f  on [a, b] fro m  H ’f  i f  there exists an e >  0 so tha t
4 (P i,  - g ! / ( ( p i , . . . ,p & ) ) < g / ( ( g i , . . . ,% ) )
/o r a/f (g i , . . .  ,gt) 6
L e m m a  5.1. Suppose that f  is n-admissible on [a, b]. Then fo r  any k-tuple  ( p i , . . .  ,Pfc) E 
there is a fin ite  collection o f closed intervals w ith pairwise d is jo in t in te rio rs  
. . . ,  . . . ,  m ot
1. |/(æ) - P i ( z ) |  <  | / ( z )  -P j(æ )| ,  /o r  % f  /  and æ e  |J
1=1
& [<1, 6] =  Û  Û  4 "
î= i j= i
3. \ f { x )  — Pi{x)\ =  \ f { x )  — Pj {x) \  fo r  some i , j  at the end points o f some in terva l 
I  except possibly at a o r b.
Further, fo r  a given k-tuple (p i, ■ ■ ■ ,Pk) E chosen to approximate f  this subdivi­
sion is unique.
T h e o re m  5.2. Assume f  is n-admissible on [a, 6] and ||pi — /||p^ >  \\pi — f\\p. f o r  
i  ~  2 , . . .  ,k.  Then p \ is a best approximation to f  on T (p i)  from  Hn i f  and only i f  
( p i , . . .  ,pk) E Hf, is a local best k-tuple H aar approximation to f  on [a, b] from
Also, Theorem 4.3 also carries over nicely to  Haar spaces.
T h e o re m  5.3. Assume f  is admissible on the in terva l [a, 6] and that p =  | | /  —Pi||pi 
(fo r i  — I , . .. ,k) ,  but Pi ^  p j (fo r i  ^  j ) .  Then ( p i , . . .  ,p^) E is a local best 
k-tuple H aar approximation to f  on [a, b] i f  there exists an i  so that p* — /  has an 
alternant o f length n +  2 on in t[X (p i)]. Conversely, i f  ( p i , .. . ,pk) E is a local
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best k-tuple H aar approximation to f  on [a, b] then there exists an i  so that Pi — f  
has an alternant o f length n +  2 on I { p i ) .
5.3 L ocal U n iq u en ess
We w ill assume /  is admissable on the in terval [a, b] for the follow ing theorems on 
local uniqueness.
T h e o re m  5.4. Let \ \ f  -  pi||p. =  | | /  — Pj\\p^, f o r  i , j  — l , . . . , k .  I f  f  — Pi has an 
M +  2 on (/o r % =  1, . . . ,  (Aeri ( p i , . . .  ^  a umgr/e
local best approximation to f  from  H ^.
T h e o re m  5.5. Let { p i , . . .  ,pk) be a local best approximation to f  on [a, b] from  H ’f .  
I f  11/ -  P illp i >  11/  — PiWpi (fo r i  =  2 , . . .  , k ) ,  then (p i, •. • ,Pk) is a unique local best 
approximation to f  from  Hf^.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
6.1 O riginal m eth o d
The orig inal approxim ation problem involved looking at unordered pairs as opposed 
to  ordered pairs. Th is means looking at the space n „  =  { { p i , P 2 }  ■ Pi ,P2 E I I „ } .  
This space does not have the linear properties such as those present in  We 
see tha t the orig inal approxim ation problem is nonlinear while the approxim ation 
problem addressed here is linear in  nature. The defin ition  of  gf  would remain the 
same bu t a different m etric would is required since IT„ is not a linear space. We 
took the Hausdorff m etric  applied to  2 element sets. Let A  and B  be sets in  a 
normed linear space. Then the Hausdorff m etric on A  and B  is given by dh {A, B )  =
m a x { % , y }  where % — sup | i n f  {| |a — 6||} j> and F  =  sup | i n f  {||6 — a | l } | .  By 
restricting to  two po in t sets the m etric d : H „ —» M is defined as follows: for all 
{P i,P 2} ,  { 91, 92}  E Hn
(fh({Pi,P2} , { 9 i , 92}) =  m a x {A ,g }
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where
A  =  m a x {m in { ||p i -  ?i|| , ||pi -  ^ H )  , m in { | | p 2 -  9i|| , \\p2 ~  % | | } }
and
B  =  m a x {m in { ||g i - p i | |  , \\qi - % ! ! }  ,m in { ||g 2 - p i | |  , ||% - % | | } }  .
This m etric gives rise to  the follow ing norm  on n „ .
ll{P l,P2}|| =  C (({P1,P2},{0 ,0})
=  m ax{||p i|l, IIP2II}
Using the unordered pairs, most o f the proofs o f the previous theorems carry over 
quite nicely. The linear properties o f the ordered pairs were used in  a few instances 
and may be worked around in  the future. In  other words, perhaps these results may 
be generalized to  unordered pairs.
6.2 W ork To B e  D on e
Find ing the righ t conditions so th a t Theorem 3.3 could be stated as a logical equiva­
lence may lead to  more o f a characterization o f a global best approxim ation. F ind ing 
more accurate error bounds on the approximations is an obvious next step. Develop­
ment o f a lgorithm s to  determine best approximations is another obvious possibility.
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